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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 9, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DONALD

FROM:

JERRY

The Presidentasked on March 24th about an article on u.s.
oil policy which was written by Edward Cowen and appeared
in the New York Times on March 22nd.
The article indicated
that high ranking energy and defense officials are urging
a strategy of directing United States interest in oil
supplies away from the Persian Gulf and toward other parts
of the world (See Tab A) .
I asked Frank Zarb what the background of this was, if he
knew who was discussing it and why.
Frank tells me that
a strategy paper on this topic was drafted by FEA sometime
ago.
This paper was staffed ,by FEA to State, DOD, and the
NSC.
The State Department did not like the idea, but
DOD was interested in it because of the difficulty of conducting
U.S. military operations in the Mideast.
Zarb indicates that he does not favor the idea and sees it
simply as trading one set of cartel controls for another.
He also feels that an attempt to implement the idea would
cost the U.S. a great deal of money with no net improvement
in the security of our petroleum supplies.
Frank believes
the article came from DOD and was floated in an effort to
attract attention to it. He does not believe high level
officials in the Department of State support it.
He also
mentioned that Joe Kraft had had an early interest in the
idea and could well be pushing it now.
Frank considers the idea a dead issue but will develop a more
detailed evaluation if the President is interested.
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